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The Business For Home – Review score:
★★★★★ (5 out of 5 stars based on 42 reviews)

Bonnie Lynn 12-08-2017 20:03:50
★★★★★
I have been in dozens of other MLM opportunities and this is the one that I have found that I can call Home. Wor(l)d Global's
CEO's and Designers are EXPERTS in the Products and honestly right at this moment are superior to any other products
out there. These individuals also have huge hearts and they have proven to me they want everyone to win.
Our leaders/mentors are exceptional, whom reach down into our organization to help us. The training is first class and the
personal growth I have experienced has been extremely rewarding for me and my family.
The Products are superior compared to other products out there right now AND the ability to add Apps to work with the
HELO opens even more doors as to what our wrist band can do. I love that flexibility.
The compensation plan can't be beat, the fact that now we can Retail (just customers), Member (to make an income), APP
(for programmers to make more income AND your sponsor as well), plus all the EXTRAS we receive by just helping 6
people. It's incredible!
The best thing about this is that it doesn't matter if you have a degree or not, how old or young, how fat or skinny, everyone
has a chance to have complete financial security.
I FEEL and my Team mates Feel BLESSED and HONORED to be part of such a revolutionary Company. I am a Wor(l)d
Changer, helping one family at a time!

James W Leonhardt 02-07-2017 15:16:05
★★★★★
I've been in direct sales for 14 years and created a full time career over the past decade. This is the FIRST time I've seen a
company with the potential for $1 Billion /month in revenue over the next 3-5 years due to market conditions, trends and
product positioning. At the very least every person in this profession should be involved at some level before (even just as a
customer) before massive momentum begins!

Anthony Frank Tan 30-06-2017 14:08:44
★★★★★
I was a laser focused, passionate and vocal leader in my company with so many offers from several MLM companies to
transfer but never did until I heard Jeremy Roma speak during the soft launch of WGN in Manila last March 19, 2017 when I
unknowingly started to dream again in just 45 minutes.
I have not taken long to decide to make an abrupt turn and give myself a fresh beginning with substantially bigger chances
to beat the odds.
The more I immerse and discover the business, the people and forming culture the more I fall in love not only with WGN but
with real network marketing.
This is going to be a FUNtastic journey!

Sue Booth 28-06-2017 21:39:33
★★★★★
I have been in networking for over 25 years but always with skincare based companies. So never been interested in
technology until my husband had a health challenge. We joined World and truly haven't looked back at what has been we
are just loving the culture the company and the integrity of all involved. Inspiring beyond belief. We know we have the right
vehicle and the timing is perfect and are setting our sail to full steam ahead. Our founder Fabio Galdi is the perfect Captain
of the ship. The guidance and support of our team Ucan2 is just out of this Wor(l)d.

Colette Robison Coursey 12-08-2017 08:18:52
★★★★★
I stumbled upon this product at a time in my life that was exactly what I was looking for in support of my 80 yr old father.
After seeing the impressive features I knew without a doubt he would wear one whether he wanted to or not and price didn't
matter at that point. Anyone can afford this at $199 and the larger packs for families just made perfect sense for me. I can
now remote monitor my dads bio parameters and know how well he really slept and how long. I can receive a notice or alert
if any if his bio ranges fall out of a safe measurement for his heart rate, breathe rate, blood pressure, EKG rhythm, and just
knowing if his mood and fatigue level is high, low, anxious or whatever it reads, I now know what's going on without having
to smother, huver and disturb him on an hourly basis. This device can be preset to read and report it for me. Plus the panic
button is very helpful should be fall and require immediate assistance, I know his GPS location and can respond or react
immediately for assistance as well as others. You can't put a price on peace of mind. Plus I love the referral program as
everyone deserves to know what we know. Especially with the 4Q features to come in blood glucose without finger pricking,
blood alcohol, a mosquito repellant to name a few, deserves to be shared. National media attention for very good reason.
Yes I'm very happy to share with others.

Lady Jayne 06-08-2017 09:27:23
★★★★★
When you’re talking about the Wor(l)d Global Network, your talking about the best business opportunity of our time!
Business is all about Right Product, Right Timing, but Wor(l)d has it ALL! ( a proven duplicable system) and Right timing!
This is the best business I am running with everything I have because I know the value of the products and timing!
As a Domestic Violence Overcomer the safety feature on the Helo LX and the BioZen that fights electro smog are my hot
buttons and I am creating a team to confront domestic violence globally so I am very excited about the Helo LX. will help to
protect women and children globally!
As an entrepreneur I have spent a lifetime training those who want to own their own business this opportunity blesses
everyone from the customer that gains a referral fee, to the the lucrative comp plan. World is where it is at!
Forerunners of change an opportunity where anyone with a dream can win.
The perfect storm where home based business, healthcare, and network marketing revolutionize the industry!

Bobbi Thompson 03-07-2017 21:15:46
★★★★★
So blessed to have found this wonderful company, product, and opportunity. If you want to monitor your health, or the health
and safety of your loved ones, the Helo LX is the device that can make a difference. The Helo LX is truly a game changer in
the health, technology and home-based business industries. This company enables us to help others by positively impacting
not only their health but also their lifestyle. With the addition of the App Store and the simplicity of sharing this device
through a proven system, the future is bright. It is so exciting to be a part of this movement of Wor(l)d Changers!
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Cherry May Warinthon 24-08-2017 12:36:44
★★★★★
World Global Network Helo health monitoring device is an advanced innovative technology to improve overall quality of your
life. The next great tech revolution is here for mobile health monitoring. Tracking the status of our health to enhance quality
of life for everyone.
HELO Smartband
A Real-Time health monitoring and health-enhancer now within reach. Helo is a wristband that can be worn 24/7. It real-time
monitors your vitals and provides you with data that can be used to inform your health & lifestyle choices, which in turn,
leads to better health and physical condition.
Unlike similar wearables, Helo is not limited to monitoring and reporting vital data. It has active sensors, minerals, and
stones that directly influence your body as they detect emotions, fatigue, sleep quality, exercise, blood pressure, heart rate,
and ECG.
FANTASTIC!
There is no other product on the market to match it!

Rejoice Boney 30-06-2017 14:25:54
★★★★★
World Global Network and what they are bringing to the marketplace is phenomenal. This technology is changing healthcare
as we know and the fact that health professionals can now make decision with a vital input of patient's personal generated
health data and fostering patient involvement in their own healthcare is just awesome. Imagine your life saved just because
something is going on with your heart that your ECG reading shows abnormal and because of that you go to your doctor just
at the right time. How many times have we heard a doctor say "if only this patient had come in a little earlier, they could have
been saved" or you walk into your doctor's office and you hear them say "why you waited so long". I am grateful for World
Global Network and their revolutionary product the Helo.
Everyone in my household now using the Helo which we got. My husband who is a commercial driver is highly impressed
about peace of mind the Helo has afforded him, now he can monitor his blood pressure and sleep and can't wait to start
monitoring his blood sugar. One of the challenges of over the road drivers he says is nutrition and health.
RB

Sue Hanna 28-06-2017 02:21:10
★★★★★
Blessed to be introduced to this company early mid 2016... so early all we had was the amazing 2-minute video, the ONLY
item we still market with today. The ONLY video anyone needs to view to see what an outstanding game-changing
technological wonder we have in the Helo and Helo LX. Knowing that any and all updates happen remotely through the app
and the ONLY wearable device that has it's own App Store! The functionality possibilities are only limited to what the mind
can conceive! TODAY, the company has grown beyond anything any of us imagined. As caretaker of an aging parent, the
Helo has given me the freedom and piece of mind to leave the house! I'm especially excited for the updates coming later this
year - we'll be first to market once again! If you haven't looked at us... WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR?
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Keran Phelps Mcculloch 27-06-2017 15:44:51
★★★★★
Amazing company, product, CEO, leadership, compensation plan and distributors! So blessed to be at the forefront of this
movement!! I am a Wor(l)d Changer!!

Dave Ives 27-06-2017 15:20:07
★★★★★
In my career within the home Based Businesses, I have been fortunate to have been part of a couple of previous companies
that I did well in.
Here with Wor(l)d it's a whole different story. The vision of the CEO, having the desire to be the category creator and the
trendsetter within the category provides the masses with what I believe is and proving to be the opportunity of the industry
and of our life time.
Impacting the masses through the most advanced wearable technology allowing them to take responsibility of improving
their wellness and attaching the No1 opportunity to generate wealth, in time frames that have never been experienced
before, is why we are not just another company, we are a movement !
I am full of gratitude and ready for is ahead as Wor(l)d continues to not only break records in the industry but to change lives
around the globe.

Eirik Johnsen 27-06-2017 14:39:22
★★★★★
The future is here with Wor(l)d Global Network
Fabio Galdi has his vision Krystal clear and we are so great full who has a CEO like Mr Galdi
We are wor(l)d changers

Tim Williams 27-06-2017 01:48:04
★★★★★
Amazing product and truly terrific people. Just getting started and so looking forward to the future.

Monir Islam 27-06-2017 00:47:58
★★★★★
THIS HAS BEEN THE GREATEST EXPERIENCE I HAVE HAD IN THIS INDUSTRY..YES, I’VE MADE MILLIONS OF
DOLLARS IN THE INDUSTRY BUT HERE IN WOR(l)D its a lot more than just making money.. a true GLOBAL #movement
with so many amazing people. Never seen anything like this; with so much unity and leadership. Super excited for the future.

Una Ingebrigtsen 26-06-2017 20:15:27
★★★★★
I love this amazing opportunity. Nothing like i have seen before :)

Tanya Hagre 26-06-2017 19:27:21
★★★★★
This company gave me the platform to grow into the business woman I was meant to be. With the simple systems and
relevant product, your team members don't have to be social media superstars or a world class speakers. They can be
themselves, learn the basic skills of network marketing and soar! I have teams all over the world too many people to count,
that are stepping into leadership roles. I started network marketing in 2010 and I never have seen the ability to help other
people find their greatness like I am seeing now. I have a MA in Health Care Administration and I worked in public health for
10 years. The white collar professionals that would never consider joining me before, are coming with excitement now.
Thank you, Fabio Galdi, for this opportunity!
Tanya Hagre

Terry Williams 25-06-2017 09:21:25
★★★★★
Partnering with Wor(l)d was one of the best decisions I've ever made. Fantastic opportunity, products and unique leadership.
World GN is cutting edge and years ahead of the competition
Truly a global business where people are winning like never before.

Chris And-Christy Holt 23-06-2017 19:24:14
★★★★★
Fabulous product and generous compensation plan.
The Helo LX is an incredible device that will revolutionize the health, technology and home based business industries
forever.

Colleen Carl 22-06-2017 16:39:39
★★★★★
I love this company! I've never worked with a network marketing or traditional company that cares as much about its people
and customers as much as World Global Network! The leadership and mentorship is like no other company. World Global
Network has the best people around from distributors all the way up to the corporate staff including CEO Fabio Galdi who
are in this business to help as many people as possible. That's what makes this company special, different and a leader.
The products are life changing as is the opportunity. This opportunity allows us as distributors to help people and make such
a positive impact on friends, family and literally around the world while taking advantage of such a generous compensation
plan with other amazing bonuses.
World Global Network is definitely changing the world and making it a better place for everyone!
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Tim Apple 22-06-2017 15:15:19
★★★★★
I love this company and our products! I have never worked with a team and sideline even that was so willing to help others
succeed. And we have a corporate leadership that does the same.

Darryl F. Stewardson 22-06-2017 14:35:17
★★★★★
Wor(l)d Global and HELO LX are a movement, clearly a World Changer. The generosity of the comp plan, the fairness of it,
along with the vision that Fabio has allowed us to be a part of, and the ability to get futuristic technology in front of billions,
with so little effort, is an opportunity for every average person, household and family. What this device can do for everyone is
truly life changing.
Customer care is finally up and running, giving people choices, and solutions, with somewhere to phone or write for
assistance, and this is moving us only more forward with the opportunity overall. It shows that we can adapt to the needs of
the distributors.
A tech support line, or tech division of customer care, such as a live chat function, would do wonders addressing the bugs
people encounter with a newly arrived device, taking the pressure off focused business builders who have to troubleshoot
for their newly enrolled and their tech issues. I hope we invest into that in the future, as it will make many more new
customers and entrepreneurs able to remain focused solely on getting this gift in front of as many potential visionaries as
possible, as we become number ONE in wristband monitoring technology and more.
We are Wor(l)d Changers and this is only the beginning of the excitement to come. Thank you!

Marnie Hadley 22-06-2017 14:27:49
★★★★★
I am blessed to be a Wor(l)d Changer. From the product which is one of a kind, the company that is amazing, the
compensation plan that with hard work has success written all over it, to our fabulous leaders that are always there for us who wouldn't love this truly home based business. Wor(l)d Global Network is the King of the Castle and I'm proud to be part
of this Royal family ❤

Michelle Lorenz 22-06-2017 14:11:23
★★★★★
1st year Ground Floor Opportunity. 1st to Market Product. 1st Wearable Tech in MLM. 1st year Market share of 5.3% of
wearable tech. 1st woman to reach $1M/month in 13 months. What's not to LOVE?
Visionary CEO. Publicly traded. Partnered with Toshiba. Patent protected. Business Insider predicts Meteoric growth from
2.5M devices to 97M by 2021 in health care segment of wearable tech. What's not to LOVE?
The HELO measures all that a Fit Bit does plus Blood Pressure, EKG and has SOS/GPS feature. Only wearable tech with
App store. Coming soon are blood alcohol test, pulse ox, temp, ovulation and blood sugar without pricing your finger. What's
not to LOVE?
Unparalleled Comp Plan. Binary. No requalifying for Rank. Up to 10% for 10 generations. Above 75% retention. Only
Charter Jet program in MLM. What's not to LOVE?

Dawn M. Dowers 22-06-2017 13:43:01
★★★★★
World Global Network has impressed me with it's understanding of what not only today's Network Marketing distributors
need to succeed but more importantly, what our worldwide community of customers are asking for even before they truly
understand they are looking for it.
With our Helo LX we have created a category of Life Sensing Technology, far more powerful than just merely tracking our
fitness. It truly is helping us become aware and advocate for our own health. Just as it is said, the New healthcare is
Selfcare.
I HIGHLY recommend anyone looking to monitor not only their own health, but the health of loved one's to take a SERIOUS
look at the Helo.
Those that are looking for the next best business opportunity, look no further - this is it! We have Timing, Relevance in
today's market, leadership and the best compensation plan out (in my humble opinion).

Edwin Torres 22-06-2017 13:17:01
★★★★★
Needed incredible tech product, accessible opportunity and a generous best return for your efforts compensation plan.
The best business model today.

Megan Call 22-06-2017 12:58:11
★★★★★
This is life changing. My parents aren't in good health and live a distance away from me. Being able to be notified when their
bio-parameters are out of range is where it's life changing. I am SO thankful for a device like this to finally hit the market!

Sy Lagaaia 22-06-2017 12:39:52
★★★★★
World Global Network is a true game changer in wearable technology. With over 20+ years as a specialist in the field of
personal protection and a company owner of a safety emergency standalone smart watch, World GN is cutting edge and
years ahead of the competition. Thanks to the visionary CEO Fabio Galdi and the creative concepts of Chief Designer
Antonio De Rossa, World GN is a serious movement and a World Changer that is giving people a reason to dream once
again!!

Daniel Lundqvist 22-06-2017 11:48:50
★★★★★
I am blessed to be a part of this company!
Amazing company, and generous!
When I first saw the Helo Lx, I was amazed! As I work in healthcare, I saw how powerful this is, not at least for diabetics!
Live it, LOVE IT!

Seville Ko 22-06-2017 11:08:45
★★★★★
World Global Network and the Helo LX are changing the game for healthcare and self awareness. As a 12 year fitness
professional I am overly pleased with the product results and so grateful for the innovation of Fabio and the business
opportunity. Thankful to be with such a first class organization!

David M Deutsch 22-06-2017 10:45:59
★★★★★
Partnering with Wor{l}d was one of the best decisions I've made. Great opportunity, products and leadership.
Truly a global business where people are winning like never before.
To Buy: https://my.worldgn.com/store/cwakefield
To Join: https://my.worldgn.com/join/cwakefield

Sarah Fisher Durst 21-06-2017 20:08:36
★★★★★
Partnering with Wor(l)dgn earlier this year was the best decision I have made in business.
I just love Wor(l)gn and all that it offers....the company, products, culture, compensation plan, leadership...
Looking forward to many more years as a Wor(l)dgn distributor.

Danny Licciardi 21-06-2017 13:36:23
★★★★★
1. Product - Innovative, works on 100% of the people who use it and ZERO competition in the industry.
2. Comp plan- simple to understand and simple to build & very lucrative.
3. System- Simple, duplicate, and anyone can do it.
4. Attracting Leadership - Top leaders from other companies are partnering with us.
5. Momentum- It's like a vacuum, get involved, put in the efforts, be consistent and you will succeed.
"People who never won before are winning and people who have won before are winning bigger."

Paul Ross 21-06-2017 13:08:35
★★★★★
Born from innovation and vision, Wor(l)d Global Network are a category creator within the technology and MLM business
model. A company that offers market leading products and opportunities for all.
WGN team include market leading professionals that assist and develop.

As a recommended distributor for WGN, I cannot recommend them highly enough. It all started with a 2 minute video and
duplicated from there.

Fergus Tan 21-06-2017 12:02:45
★★★★★
Amazing product in a unique category! Imagine, Apple meets Network Marketing.
Not only do you get the most advanced wrist band, it's price competitive while getting 3x the features.
Simple to understand compensation, sincere management team, and a great community of marketing leaders.
Thumbs up!

Moyn Islam 21-06-2017 11:27:09
★★★★★
I feel blessed and grateful to have joined WOR (l)D! Love the company and love the product. The founder of this company
( Fabio Galdi) is one of the most humble persons i have ever met, he is an incredible human being and he truly cares about
the network. This company is making history and I assure you, if you take advantage of everything this company is putting in
place, this can and will be a historical time for you and your business as well.

Dilana Howell 21-06-2017 11:04:35
★★★★★
Very generous Company and fabulous products.

Ted Nuyten 21-06-2017 10:49:02
★★★★★
5 stars :)
WOR(l)D Global Network is classified as Triple A (AAA+) opportunity based on key figures such as revenue, momentum,
Alexa ratings, poll results, input from direct selling professionals, top earners and Head Office visits we regular do.
Business For Home recommends WOR(l)D Global Network. There is high certainty that the net benefit is substantial for a
(new) representative.
Founded in 2011, WOR(l)D seeks to transcend every social and economic boundary.
Using innovative products and a proven, direct selling business model WOR(l)D is helping people around the globe to
transform their lives and their livelihoods.
With an headquarter in Miami, USA, WOR(l)D is a leader in the global markets of media, mobile and wearable technologies.
From 10 offices on all the continents, the company serve more than 100 countries.
Recently the company released their flagship product the HELO smart band and the HELO App.
It monitors vital signs and suggests tips to improve the lifestyle, with checks in real time for heart rate, blood pressure,
breath rate, ECG and many other vital signs.
To Buy: https://my.worldgn.com/store/cwakefield To Join: https://my.worldgn.com/join/cwakefield

